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Key Selling Points
Calling all sewing gardeners - create 22 stunning projects for your outside space.
Debbie is a bestselling author: her overall sales now total over 450,000.

Description
Ensure your garden looks stunning come rain or shine with this inspirational new book from Debbie Shore.

I N FOR M A TI ON

Latest book from sewing guru Debbie Shore.

Using easy-to-follow photography and simple instructions Debbie shows you how to sew beautiful items for outdoor living. Sew
decorative accessories for the patio, such as seat cushions and bunting, create practical items such as a BBQ tool roll and picnic caddy, and
even make a kids' teepee!
Perfect for people of all abilities who love sewing and enjoy their gardens, or who want to make a gift for someone who does.

About the Author

Debbie Shore started her career as a children's television presenter and since then has appeared regularly on television both as an actress
and presenter on a shopping channel. Debbie has also hosted live fashion shows with a major fashion store, produces her own range of
instructional DVDs and writes for several popular sewing magazines. She is now a bestselling author and has written 18 books for Search
Press, with several more underway. Debbie was voted Sewing Designer of the Year in the Immediate Media British Craft Awards 2017.
She lives in Lincolnshire. Visit her website www.debbieshoresewing.com.
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Key Selling Points
Pompom craft is totally on trend.
Sachiyo is a bestselling author: her sales now total over 58,000.

Description
What could be cuter than a woolly pompom creature? With Sachiyo Ishii’s ridiculously loveable pocket-size creations, you have all the
ingredients of a fabulous, fun book! There are 34 imaginative designs for animals, birds, sea creatures, bees and other insects
accompanied by clear, step-by step instructions.

I N FOR M A TI ON

34 really cute creatures to make using pompoms!

With sections on materials, tools and basic techniques, you have all you need to get you started. Learn how to make the pompoms,
attach them to each other and needle felt on features such as faces, ears, arms and legs – adding the features is where their characters
really come to life! All the pompoms can be made from scraps of yarn in your stash and each design uses only small amounts. You can be
up-to-the-minute with plastic pompom makers or keep it traditional with the cardboard ring technique.
Sachiyo’s delightful designs include a ladybird, a fox, a hummingbird, a hamster, a dolphin and a hedgehog. With beautiful photographs
to show off these charming pompom creations, this is sure to delight young and old alike.

About the Author

Sachiyo Ishii was born and raised in Japan. She was a money broker on Wall Street and in London before discovering the joy of handicraft
after her second son was born. She learned dressmaking and Waldorf doll making and has been designing and creating dolls and toys
ever since. She teaches knitting, doll making, wet and dry felting, sewing, crochet and spinning, among other crafts. She has authored a
number of titles for Search Press and her work regularly appears in knitting magazines. Sachiyo lives in Sussex with her husband and two
sons. Visit her website at www.knitsbysachi.com.
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Key Selling Points
Stitch on unconventional materials like canvas, denim and leather.
Embroider 30 unique projects to wear, use, and display.

Description

I N FOR M A TI ON

Learn the 10 easiest and most popular hand embroidery stitches.

Get your creative juices flowing with the 10 easiest and most popular embroidery stitches! Alicia Burstein expands the boundaries of
contemporary hand embroidery with super-fast ideas for the impatient sewist and dazzling motifs for slow stitchers. With just a needle
and thread, you can create 30 unique projects to wear, use and display. Learn how easy it is to stitch on unconventional materials such as
canvas tennis shoes, a denim skirt or leather bracelets. Change the patterns to fit your unique style, and branch out to create your own
custom designs.
Master 10 simple, versatile hand embroidery stitches, each with clear instructions.
Sew more than 30 useful embroidery projects, from household items to clothing and wall art.
Embroider on anything you want to, and get expert tips for hand stitching on unusual materials and ready-made items.

About the Author
Alicia Burstein learned cross-stitch at the age of seven and dabbles in almost every craft from painting and needlework to stamping and
self-publishing colouring books. She has worked as a nurse and a college instructor and currently lives in the San Francisco Bay Area of
the US with her family.
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Paperback edition of the bestselling hardback.
Renowned cable knitter, author and expert on Viking knits.
Features stunningly beautiful step-by-step knit designs.
Patterns include helpful swatches and charts allowing readers to create their own designs based on Lavold’s research.

Description
Ever since her ground-breaking book Viking Patterns for Knitting was published, Elsebeth Lavold has been recognised as one of the
world’s leading experts on cabling. In the book, described as “an indispensable milestone in 20th century knitting literature”, she
introduces her own innovation, using lifted increases to create interlace patterns instead of just to shape garments, and to bring new life
to the ornamental heritage of the Vikings as adornment on modern knitwear.
With more than a decade of added experience and continued research, she is now ready to take the concept a step further. Still firmly
based in her Scandinavian roots, she has studied cultures from all over the globe to find similar types of patterns. This has resulted in a
fascinating compilation of ornamental expressions, ancient as well as contemporary, and just as in Viking Patterns for Knitting she uses
them as a launch pad for her own unique designs.
Elsebeth genuinely enjoys sharing her knowledge. In addition to the abundance of beautiful garments presented in the book with
complete instructions, she has analysed a huge number of pattern types and displays them in both swatch and chart form, to allow you
to make your own designs based on her research.

About the Author
Elsebeth Lavold is one of Sweden’s leading knitwear designers; her exquisite and detailed patterns have thrilled and inspired knitting
enthusiasts for over 30 years. Her previous books include Viking Patterns for Knitting, described as “groundbreaking” and “an
indispensable milestone in 20th century knitting literature.”

I N FOR M A TI ON
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COURTNEY BURDEN

Key Selling Points
Includes 100 prompts, projects, and playful activities to encourage the reader to paint with acrylics
Includes a range of activities from quick, messy, and expressive exercises to relaxing and meditative paintings
Uses different tools to bring the subject alive: play is for technique-learning, where Courtney shows her methods and processes;
prompts are for experimenting; projects are structured with specific outcomes in mind.

Description

I N FOR M A TI ON

For anyone who wants to paint with acrylics in a fun and free way, from beginners upwards

Break all the rules and explore acrylic paint in a free and fun way! This book encourages you to get over the fear of the blank canvas and
the anxiety over the outcome, and focus on the process of painting and the joy of creating. Whether you’re a nervous novice who
doesn’t know how to get started or a skilled classical painter looking to try something new, you will benefit from the activities in this
book – ranging from quick, messy and expressive exercises to relaxing and meditative paintings.

Artist and teacher Courtney Burden shares 100 prompts and projects that will build your confidence and inspire you to roll up your
sleeves and play with acrylic paint in a pressure-free way. There is no right or wrong way to create a painting, so enjoy the journey, relax,
unwind and have fun!

About the Author

Courtney Burden is an Atlanta-based artist, educator and blogger behind the hugely popular art and lifestyle blog My Friend Court
(www.myfriendcourt.com), which has 300K + visitors a year. Teaching elementary school art for five years, as well as online painting
courses, Courtney has a passion for sharing the artistic experience with others. She is most inspired by colour and travel and can be found
painting, art journalling, reading, blogging, drinking coffee and hanging out with her two dachshunds.

Reviews anticipated in
The Artist
Leisure Painter
Artists and Illustrators
Paint Magazine
Jackson's Art blog
Cassart blog
Artbookreview.net
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Chapter One: Beginners Begin Here! Tips, Tricks and Activities to Get You Started: You’re really inspired to paint, but don’t
know how to get started. Maybe you’re trying out a new hobby or maybe you’re just new to the medium. In this chapter, Court
promises to educate you on the acrylic painting process and the supplies you'll need to help you over the hurdle of the blank canvas.
This chapter covers basic tips, tricks, and techniques often used by acrylic artists—such as ways to keep your paints wet, blending, mark
making, and mini activities to build your confidence in painting. Throughout, the focus is on the idea of play (process) over product, or
end result.
Objective: Have fun getting to know your paints and brushes, as well as feeling comfortable and confident with the medium to begin
creating.

ADVANC E

Introduction: Courtney uses different tools to bring her subject alive: play is for technique-learning, where Courtney shows her
methods and processes; prompts are for experimenting; projects are structured with specific outcomes in mind.

Chapter Two: Relax, Unwind, and Just Have Fun! ARTY Hard for 15 Minutes: This chapter is designed to help you get into the
habit of painting daily and freely, if only for 15 minutes at a time. It encourages you to use different quick techniques and prompts to
engage in painting in a pressure-free manner, always focusing on the process rather than the result. Take your paints outside and engage
in the medium in new playful ways. Prompts in this chapter encourage the beginner artist to engage their creativity by using both sides
of their brain and body with activities like painting with both hands simultaneously.

Objective: To engage with the acrylic painting process in a quick and friendly way, on a daily basis. Ranging from simple exercises to
quick projects to be completed in 15 minutes or less. The reader is encouraged to let go of the outcome and enjoy the creative journey of
painting. Exploring quick techniques to take their acrylic paintings to a new level.

I N FO R M A T I ON

Chapter Three: Colour Me Happy: Colour Theory and Therapy: This chapter explores colour and the effect it has on you.
Courtney will inspire the reader to use color in new and exciting ways, challenging readers to use color combinations that he or she may
not naturally gravitate toward, as well as demonstrating how you can use color to add depth to your paintings.

Objective: To explore the depths and meaning that color can have on a composition, and how to combine color in new and interesting
ways to create a painting that pops!

Chapter Four: Texture: For When Life Gets Rough: This chapter demonstrates different ways to add dimension to your painting
by creating texture with various techniques. Some artists use texture as a major influence in their work as a way to draw the viewer to
look closer. Play with different types of molding paste, varnishes, and experiment with painting without a brush to create different types
of texture.
Objective: To educate the reader on various methods for creating texture and depth in their painting.
Chapter Five: The World is Your Canvas: Painting Beyond the Canvas: Whether you're on a tight budget and can't swing the
cost of canvas, or you're just feeling creative and want to try something new, this chapter will show you how you can paint on nearly
anything that will sit still long enough.
Objective: Thinking outside of the box and painting on non-traditional surfaces.
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Coastal landscapes are popular subjects with artists.
Huge variety, from the dark, moody skies and dramatic seas of the British coastline to the calm, turquoise sea, bright blue sky and
golden sands of the Mediterranean.

I N FOR M A TI ON

Key Selling Points

ADVANC E

David Bellamy’s Seas &
Shorelines in Watercolour

A return for David to the solid, instructional step-by-step books for which he is so well known. Following in the style of Mountains &
Moorlands (LTS: 12,000), Skies, Light & Atmosphere (LTS: 17,000), and Winter Landscapes (LTS: 9,500)
Provides expert advice and guidance on finding subjects, techniques, materials and equipment, as well as four step-by-step
demonstrations.

Description
Learn to paint the varied and dramatic coastlines of the world, with expert author David Bellamy.
Renowned watercolourist David Bellamy shares his passion for painting seas and shorelines in this inspiring and practical book. There is
advice on finding subjects and painting the different moods of the sea; rocks, crags and cliffs; adding figures and animals into your
artworks; as well as an in-depth look at the painting and sketching techniques required. David's extensive travels mean that seas and
shorelines from all over the world appear in the paintings.

About the Author

David Bellamy has always been fascinated by the world's wild places. Highly regarded as a teacher of art, he has a tremendous following
among leisure painters, many of whom have attended his extremely popular courses and workshops both in the UK and overseas. He
gives demonstrations and talks, produces successful DVDs, has written many books on watercolour painting and is a regular contributor
to art magazines. David lives in Builth Wells, Wales.
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Fans of Jean Haines will love this special hardback edition of Paint Yourself Positive.

I N FOR M A TI ON

Key Selling Points

ADVANC E

JEAN HAINES

Building on the success of Paint Yourself Calm, the book will cross the boundary between art and ‘mind, body, spirit’ books that aim
to improve the reader's mood and well-being.
This is not just a book for artists. It is for anyone looking for a way of enhancing their life and mood through painting.

Description
EXCLUSIVE HARDBACK EDITION
Bestselling, internationally-renowned artist and author Jean Haines takes you on an exciting journey through painting in her new book.
Not just for artists, this book is an avenue into art for people who have never painted and may even have been told they ‘can’t paint’ at
an early age, but who love the idea of playing with colour as a distraction from the stresses of modern life.

All of Jean’s books have promoted the energising and mood-lifting effects of painting, and this aspect of her writing is brought into sharp
focus in Paint Yourself Positive. It will encourage the reader to take up painting as a wonderful hobby that can transform your life.

About the Author
Prize-winning and inspirational watercolourist Jean Haines is well-known for her love of her chosen medium and the ability to instil
enthusiasm and motivation in all around her. Having lived and travelled in many countries, this popular international artist and teacher
has developed her skills under the influence of masters from many countries, including Asia, the Middle East and Europe. The magical
free flow of water and colour straight on to a blank working surface creates amazing results, often leaving her sell-out audiences
breathless with delight.
Jean runs hugely popular international watercolour workshops for artists from around the globe, and her highly sought-after paintings
can similarly be found in homes all over the world. Jean is a member of the SWA, Society for Women Artists, and has won numerous
awards for her work, including the Anthony J Lester Award during the SWA Annual Exhibition, and the SAA Professional Artist of the
Year, Experimental and Abstract Award. She regularly writes for art magazines and exhibits in a number of galleries. Jean lives in
Hampshire, UK.
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Key Selling Points
20 cute and quirky patterns for tiny toys.
Part of the re-launched, bestselling Twenty to Make series - over 2 million copies sold to date.
Tiny Toys to Knit has sold over 16,000 copies worldwide.

Description

This gorgeous little knitting book by popular author Sachiyo Ishii, contains 20 irresistibly cute toys for knitters of all abilities. All of the
projects are accompanied by a clear, easy-to-follow pattern and fun photography. There's also a page of basic techniques at the start of
the book, including making up, stuffing and some simple surface stitching. Projects range from a tiny rocket and a UFO, a soldier
complete with bearskin, an angel, and lots of cute mini animals including a chubby bunny, a cat, an owl, a dog, a penguin, a bear and a
sheep! All tiny enough to be clutched in a small hand, these projects are a delight and bursting with character.

About the Author

Sachiyo Ishii was born and raised in Japan. She was a money broker on Wall Street and in London before discovering the joy of handicraft
after her second son was born. She learned dressmaking and Waldorf doll making and has been designing and creating dolls and toys
ever since. She teaches knitting, doll making, wet and dry felting, sewing, crochet and spinning, among other crafts. Sachiyo lives in
Sussex with her husband and two sons. Visit her website at www.knitsbysachi.com.
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Key Selling Points
Go stitch crazy! 480 unique crazy-quilt seams to embroider and embellish
Layer base seams with embroidery, silk ribbon, beads, and baubles for an extra punch
Trace five pages of full-size templates to stitch perfectly spaced crazy-quilt seams.

Description

I N FOR M A TI ON

Publication

ADVANC E

Stunning Stitches for Crazy
Quilts

You don’t have to be a master embroiderer to create beautiful crazy-quilt seams! With 480 seam designs to inspire your creativity, you’ll
learn to stitch with uniform spacing for a professional appearance. Line everything up perfectly with five pages of full-size stitch
templates and dozens of step-by-step illustrations. Then dress up embroidered seams with sparkly beads, buttons, sequins, and silk
ribbon embellishments for endless creative combinations!

About the Author
Kathy Seaman Shaw teaches sewing, ribbon embroidery and quilting at regional guilds and the community college in her area. Her blog
series of free, online crazy-quilt courses began in 2011 and continues to draw visitors from around the world. For more information visit
www.shawkl.com
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Create five projects inspired by your treasured finds to preserve the past and make heirlooms of the future
Sew quilts, wall art, and gifts from vintage memorabilia, fabric, and embroidery
Enhance your handwork with fifteen stitch patterns and exciting embellishments.

Description

I N FOR M A TI ON

Key Selling Points

ADVANC E

BRIAN HAGGARD

Raid the attic! Preserve family memories with new quilts that lovingly tie together the past with the present. Learn how to comb through
bits of history and reimagine them into wall art, sewing notions, and more! Gorgeous embroidery adds richness to these vintage hybrids.
Full instructions for five projects, fifteen stitch techniques, and a gallery full of ideas will help you rescue bits of history to create a
cherished new piece for your home!

About the Author
Brian Haggard has over twenty years of award-winning floral design under his belt and owns a thriving interior design business.
Thousands of students have enjoyed his classes in the US and abroad. He lives in Indianapolis with his husband. For more information
visit www.brianhaggard.com
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Imprint

Stash Books

Publisher

C&T Publishing

Classification

Quilting
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Worldwide excluding North America, Australia and
New Zealand

Key Selling Points
Look back at more than one hundred and thirty quilts from best-selling author Victoria Findlay Wolfe
Read compelling essays about her creative work and journey as an artist
See the evolution of Findlay Wolfe’s work over thirty-five years, with dazzling quilt photos.

Description
Take a deep look inside the evolution of one of today’s most important modern quilt artists. Always fascinated by colour, pattern, and
design, Victoria Findlay Wolfe found her life’s true joy in quiltmaking. Her diverse and exciting body of work stirs quilters worldwide to
dig deeper, take risks, and experiment with fabric. This beautifully photographed retrospective contains photos of more than one
hundred and thirty of Findlay Wolfe’s inspiring quilts and essays about her journey.

About the Author
Victoria Findlay Wolfe, painter, photographer, and quilter, was raised on a farm in rural Minnesota. She learned to sew and quilt when
she was four years old. Her grandmother and mother were quilters, and her father, a farmer, also had an upholstery business. Victoria
graduated from the College of Visual Arts with a bachelor's degree in Fine Arts in St. Paul, Minnesota, in 1993. A year later, she arrived
in New York City.
After some success as a painter, she discovered quilting blogs, returned to quilting, and started receiving commissions. Seeking the
company of other quilters, she founded her blog, bumblebeansinc.blogspot.com. To satisfy a response to her creative philosophy, she
started her teaching site, 15minutesplay.com.
Victoria is currently the president of the New York Metro Mod Quilt Guild and a member of New York City Empire Quilters and
Minnesota Quilt Guild. She is also on the board of directors for the Alliance of American Quilts.
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Victoria Findlay Wolfe’s Playing
with Purpose

Kraft Paper Fabric
C&T PUBLISHING

Publication

June 2019
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C&T Publishing
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kraft-tex® Roll Linen
Hand-Dyed & Prewashed

Introducing prewashed kraft-tex in a sophisticated range of new colours! Wait until you get your hands on this rugged paper that looks,
feels, and wears like leather, but sews, cuts, and washes just like fabric. kraft-tex Designer is supple and easy to sew with, yet strong
enough to use for projects that get tough wear. This cruelty-free leather alternative now comes in hand-dyed, hand-finished denim blue,
saffron yellow, moss green, and linen, and will bring an exciting new texture and colour to your craft-sewing projects, mixed-media arts,
and bookmaking. The sumptuous surface is prewashed, preshrunk, eco-friendly, colour-fast, tear-resistant, and so much more.
Play with it! Sew it, stamp it, draw on it, fold it, inkjet print it
Prewashed treatment gives it a suede-like finish and lovely crinkles
Pieces are hand-dyed and hand-cut, so colour and size may vary slightly
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Quick & Easy Charity Quilts
Publication

February 2019

Price

£8.99

ISBN

9781590129326

Format

Paperback 276 x 216 mm

Extent

48 pages

Illustrations

Halftones, colour

Publisher

Annie's

Classification

Quilting
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ANNIE'S QUILTING

Description
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Share your love of quilting in a meaningful way! Quick & Easy Charity Quilts includes everything you'll need to make a great quilt for a
favourite charity or choose the optional colour way provided for each pattern to stitch a quilt for everyday use. These fun and easy
patterns are so versatile! Each quilt pattern can easily be made and donated to support a worthy cause or an individual in need—the
handy awareness ribbons colour guide will help you select the perfect colour palette for your charitable project.

Precut Quick & Easy Quilts
10 projects for the busy quilter

Publication

February 2019

Price

£8.99

ISBN

9781640250468

Format

Paperback 276 x 216 mm

Extent

48 pages

Illustrations

Halftones, colour

Publisher

Annie's

Classification

Quilting

BIC CODE/S

WFBQ

SALES REGIONS

Worldwide excluding North America, Australia and
New Zealand

Now you can cut hours out of your quilting prep time and get right to stitching 10 timeless projects all made with the most popular
precut fabrics. These patterns are designed for style and ease of construction making them ideal for quilters of all skill levels. Now, even
the busiest quilter will find time to make quilts.
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ANNIE'S QUILTING

6 colorful designs made with worsted-weight yarn!
SUZANNE ROSS
Publication

February 2019

Price

£7.99

ISBN

9781590129869

Format

Paperback 276 x 216 mm

Extent

32 pages

Illustrations

Halftones, colour

Publisher

Annie's

Classification

Knitting Designs; Quilting

BIC CODE/S

WFBS

SALES REGIONS

Worldwide excluding North America, Australia and
New Zealand

These 6 easy designs make great portable knitting projects and can be customised to any size. The designs span the seasons and will
make a great addition to the home for display or for cuddling. Customise an afghan in favourite team colours to take when meeting
friends for a picnic at a sporting event or to use at a chilly stadium game. Designs use worsted-weight yarn and range from sizes 48" to
58" square.

About the Author
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Quilt Inspired Modular Knit
Afghans

Suzanne was taught how to knit as a young girl but, despite her mother’s efforts, did not enjoy it. She rediscovered the craft when her
children were involved in many activities and learned that knitting was a great way to spend time while sitting at soccer fields and ice
arenas. Knitting quickly became her passion. In 2012, Suzanne began teaching a variety of knitting classes for the Community Education
program in Inver Grove Heights, Minnesota. She also started entering her original designs in the Dakota County and Minnesota State
fairs. She has won many ribbons for her entries, including several grand champion awards. When she is not knitting, Suzanne enjoys
spending time with her family and works as a special education paraprofessional at a local elementary school helping students with
special needs.
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8 Stunning Designs to Stitch on Monk's Cloth
KATHERINE KENNEDY
Publication

February 2019

Price

£10.99

ISBN
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Format

Paperback 276 x 216 mm

Extent

48 pages
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Publisher

Annie's

Classification
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Inspiring Afghans for Swedish
Weaving

These eight beautiful Swedish weaving afghan patterns by Katherine Kennedy are designed especially for Monk's Cloth. Stitching on
Monk's Cloth is easy and it is the perfect fabric for creating cosy afghans, throws and baby blankets. The repeating patterns featured in
these eight designs allow you to easily create other projects such as pillows, table runners and more. Stitch an afghan for your own home
or gift it to a special friend or newborn baby. Your stunning afghan will be sure to become an heirloom piece to be cherished for years to
come.

About the Author
Katherine Kennedy became enamoured with Swedish weave many years ago but couldn’t find patterns for this new found needlework.
Making her own designs was just the natural thing to do. Within just a short time, she was selling her items at shows and in local
Scandinavian shops and started teaching. She now has a full line of chartpacks and kits that are distributed world wide. Katherine's
inspiration for designs comes mostly from her head, but she really has been inspired by some of the old pattern books from the 30’s &
40’s that she was able to find. She lives in Minnesota with her husband Mark, and they have 6 children and 3 grandchildren.
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Angels Through The Year

12 angelic designs made using size 10 crochet cotton!

Publication

February 2019

Price
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ISBN
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Format
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Extent
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Publisher
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Description

ADVANC E

GEMMA OWEN

12 angels in all shapes and forms for every month of the year! A bookmark, coaster, lapel pin, doily and more are just a few of the angel
designs in this book. All are made using size 10 crochet thread and a size 7/1.65mm crochet hook. Holiday angels include Luck of the
Irish, Harvest Blessings and Christmas angel. Skill level: Intermediate.

About the Author
Gemma Owen was always art orientated at school. As a child, a friendly neighbour taught her how to crochet a granny square. She's
been designing since 1985 and sold her first two patterns in 2010.
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8 colorful designs made with worsted-weight yarn
K. CALLISTE HAWKE
Publication

February 2019

Price

£7.99

ISBN

9781590129432

Format

Paperback 276 x 216 mm

Extent

24 pages

Illustrations

Halftones, colour

Publisher

Annie's
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Crochet Designs

BIC CODE/S
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New Zealand

Make 8 adorable animals out of 1 basic pillow pattern. A Bear, Bunny, Doggy, Kitty, Lamb, Lion, Piggy and Tiger are sure to please all
the little ones in your family. Each design is made with Red Heart Super Saver worsted-weight yarn (available online), a size H/8/5mm
crochet hook and a 10" round pillow form or fiberfill. Written instructions and face diagrams are included in pattern. Skill level: Easy.

About the Author
Calliste lives on a small ranch near Valley Center, California. When she's not designing, she does a lot of crochet for charity. Other
passions of hers include qi gong, painting, and jigsaw puzzles. Her Grandma Gladys taught her to crochet at the age of 11, and she
hasn't stopped since. As a young stay-at-home mother, Calliste developed her skills, and in 1989 submitted her first pattern to Annie’s.
Calliste has had many designs published in the following years.
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My Sleepy-Time Friends Crochet
Pillows

Messy Bun Hats & Scarves

8 trendy messy bun hats with coordinating scarf patterns!

Publication

February 2019

Price

£7.99

ISBN
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Format

Paperback 276 x 216 mm

Extent
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Publisher

Annie's
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ANNIE'S CROCHET

Made using worsted- and chunky-weight yarns, these 8 sets of hats and scarves are great for casual and outdoor play! Hats are worked
from the top-down, or bottom to top and even side to side. All include an opening at the top of the crown for a pony-tail or messy bun.
Matching scarves include long wrap-around type and cowls. Size: Hats – 18" to 22" circumference; Scarves range from 8"W x 62"L to
10"W x 56 ½"L, Cowls range from 8"W x 32" circumference to 11"W x 36" circumference. Skill level: Easy to intermediate.
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Market Bags to Crochet
8 fabulous bag designs

Publication

February 2019

Price

£7.99

ISBN
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Format

Paperback 276 x 216 mm

Extent

24 pages
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Publisher
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New Zealand

Whether you need a durable tote for the market or beach, these bags are versatile and fun! These 8 stylish and trendy bags are ready to
stitch using worsted-weight cotton yarn and one made using strips of plastic bags! Designs are made using different crochet techniques
such as filet, Tunisian, and several specialty stitches. Sizes range from 12" x 15" to 20" x 20" all excluding handles. Skill level: Easy to
intermediate.
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ANNIE'S CROCHET

Terrific Table Toppers

9 unique and spectacular toppers for any table

Publication

February 2019

Price

£8.99

ISBN
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Format
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Extent

48 pages
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Publisher

Annie's
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Quilting
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Description
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ANNIE'S QUILTING

Terrific Table Toppers is just the book you need to create usable gorgeous toppers for any table. You can set the mood or theme for
dinners or events with one of these 9 toppers. Any topper from this diverse group would also make the perfect handmade gift for friends
and family. Now you have the patterns you need to impress everyone with your quilting skills!
Pick any of these beautiful designs, plug in your choice of fabrics and colours, and simply stitch it up. You'll find yourself going back to
this book to make more beautiful toppers since the designs inside are not only fun and easy, but also timeless, to fit in with any decor or
season. You just need a desire to make them and some fabrics you love. This is a must-have-on-hand book for any quilter who is looking
for clear instructions for great projects that can be made in her or his spare time. It's destined to be your go-to book for fast and easy
projects to adorn your table.
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Create 12 original keepsake quilts and matching accessories
CHRIS MALONE
Publication

February 2019

Price
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Publisher
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Special Delivery Quilting for
Baby

Everything you'll need for the new arrival, boy or girl, is included in this book. Each of the six quilts also includes an adorable
coordinating extra project. Mix or match the 12 patterns to make colourful baby needs. Coordinating projects include: door hanging, wall
hanging, bib, growth chart, fabric baskets and burp cloths. Designer Chris Malone has also included a quilt label article and special quilt
labels for each of the 6 quilts. Tutorial included in this book: Raw-Edge Fusible Appliqué that includes 6 step-by-step photos. Chris
Malone has added her own touch of whimsy with a sparkle of magic to each design. Skill level: Confident beginner.

About the Author
Chris Malone has been sewing and crafting most of her life and became an avid quilter about 20 years ago. She has had hundreds of
designs published in industry magazines and books and has authored several books of her own. She is a regular contributor to Quilter's
World magazine and Annie's quilting and sewing books. She resides on the beautiful and inspiring Oregon coast.
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Rug Hooking Journeys
Finding the Maker in the Rug

Publication

March 2019

Price
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ISBN
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Publisher
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Description
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TAMARA PAVICH

Featured in these pages are several rug hooking artists who exemplify some of the best work in rug hooking today. You may know some
of them already, others will be wonderful surprises. All have used hooked rugs as a way to illuminate and explore their own life’s journey.
You will find exquisite examples of rug hooking from many of your favourite rug hooking artists and will marvel at the creativity,
humour, and depth of meaning in their pieces.
Come along on this journey into the minds and studios of some outstanding rug hookers working today. You will be amazed...and we
hope you will be inspired to hook the stories of your own life.

About the Author

While living in Hawaii, Tamara Pavich discovered antique hooked rugs in decorating magazines and immediately made it her goal to
learn how to hook. She learned from teachers like Donna Hrkman, Pris Buttler, Anita White and Cathy Stephan. Tamara writes, designs,
and hooks from her home in Council Bluffs, Iowa.
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